Tale of Sachigo Lake VI
God calls His Church to take the Gospel to all nations and so we head up
north every year to a remote First Nations community called Sachigo Lake.
It is 425 km north of Sioux Lookout, ON. It can only be accessed by plane in
the summer. Sachigo Lake is a community of about 450 people at any given
time, but closer to 900 belong to the Band. Some are temporarily off
reserve for schooling, or work, or treatment, or hospitalization, or meetings.
This small community has a lot of services: Achigo Air float plane, airport, K8 school, nursing station, police station, water treatment facility, hockey
arena, ball diamonds, hall, dock, radio station, addiction center, 3 churches,
a Northern Store, an evening café, a hotel, a gas station, an activity center, a Band Office, and some
housing for teachers. This is our 6th year visiting this community. It would be safe to say that we are a
welcomed and valued part of this northern community. Later I will explain why. But first, the adventure.

Take Off
We met early Saturday morning and with the help of the Church’s
lift loaded all the vehicles and headed to St. Andrews airport.
When we got there the pilots were just arriving. We were a bit
early. One vehicle at a time we unloaded all of our stuff in front of
the hangar. The pilots said we would be leaving in just a little bit
as they needed to quickly take the planes for a test spin. Okay?
They taxied them to the runway and back. Well at least we know
they roll. Meanwhile, we chatted in the lounge, had some coffee,
and before you know it they were back. We had already weighed
and labeled everything so we figured we were good to go. When the captain looked at all of our stuff he
was a little concerned, then the rest of our team from Portage la Prairie showed up. The captain took one
look at the Blum family and said “We should be fine”. The Blum family are, well, small in stature and
weight, and they pack light, so we love to take them on these adventures.
Soon we were off. Two Navajo Chieftains heading north to northern Ontario.
The clouds were coming in and it was looking a little dark, but we flew right
through them and were on top of the world. The planes do 175 mph (on
paper), but today we were flying over 210 mph because of a tail wind. I was
hoping we could fly in tight formation. You know like the Canadian Snowbirds,
but no, we could just see the other plane as a dark speck behind us. It was still
pretty cool. We landed one plane right after the other. We were early. No
one was at the tiny little airport. Some of our ladies had to go, you know, but
the building was locked with one of those coded door knobs. We asked the
pilot what they did if they had to go. I mean it’s a four hour flight return. He
gave us the code. He says it works in all northern Ontario community airports.
Handy, I guess, in case we are ever travelling over the remote wilderness of Northern Ontario.
Soon we were unloaded on two carts. And low and behold the pickup trucks began to arrive. Our beloved
friend, and spiritual leader of the community, Solomon, was driving a different truck this year, smaller,
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better on gas he said, and the windows were all glass, a Mazda. But his other truck, that often only turned
one way, it was still around being driven by someone else. We headed to town full, some of us in the cabs
and some of us in the truck bed. We took the loop road and saw a new Police Station being built. We saw
a large carnival tent set up in the school grounds, we then saw a brand new community hall, and solar
panels on their water treatment/car wash building. It’s so nice to see improvements in the community.
And it looks like there were lots.
We arrived at the teacherage. 9 of us stayed in a side by side, 5 on one side 4 on the other, but we met
and ate together in the larger of the two. The teacherage had not been cleaned or made ready for us, so
we spent the first few hours cleaning and unpacking all of our food. All of the members of the team have
been before. We were well prepared. We also have developed a “Home Team”. People who have gone
up before but were not able to go this year. The home team has been a tremendous help preparing for
this trip, especially the food and the packing for this week long adventure. Thank you Home Team!
When we arrived at the teacherage there was rotten food left in the fridge and evidence of mice. (sorry,
no pics) We vacuumed. And washed. I’m just going to say that our young people are very good at cleaning.
We moved our stuff in. Everything was good. We were getting hungry. So we pulled out the snacks, and
began to plan the rest of our day and weekend. Surprisingly there was very little activity in the community.
No kids showing up at our door like usual, very few people out and about. We headed for a walk across
town to the band office where we were hoping to get WIFI, send a message back home that we were
okay, and get some photo release papers signed, and of course meet people. It was Saturday. The Band
Office was closed, and the WIFI password from last year didn’t work. So we went to the church. The lock
was broken. We pushed on the door. It opened. The church was relatively clean. And everything was still
there. Even a few extra instruments. Like a Fender Stradivarius guitar and a Technics pop organ. Cool.
We then walked over to the Northern Store. There’s where the action was. It
was fairly busy for a Saturday afternoon. We put posters up and invited people
to our Kids Camp. Some of the children said they were planning on coming.
We talked to the new manager, who said he would donate some fruit for the
kids one day. We bought some mice traps. Stopped and petted a few dogs on
the way back to the teacherage. The weather was good.
In the evening we made our own pizzas, had a devotion, and then played a hilarious game called
Telestrations. That took us to about 11:00 PM. At that time, yes 11 PM, a few kids showed up outside
our door. Along with a pack of dogs. The kids were screaming because the dogs were barking and growling
at them. It seems that “Highway”, the alpha male, came over to investigate what the kids were doing
over at our place at such an hour. The dogs protect us, you know. And it was quite evident the first night.
After the kids calmed down, so did the dogs. And they all went home and we went to sleep. Oh, and by
the way, we set two traps and caught two mice. We’ll be setting traps again.
Next morning, Sunday. Everyone was having hot showers, bacon and scrambled eggs for breakfast. We
headed off to church for 10. Yes, Solomon asked me to do the service. It was nice to see there were a few
people, young and old, at the service, more than in years past. Very encouraging. We sang mostly hymns
with a few new songs sprinkled in. The message was based on Luke 12 where Jesus teaches His disciples
not to worry or be anxious about anything. God is in control. And He is always near. We prayed for a
Maria Thunder. Solomon shared some meaningful words after the service, via his interpreter Ronald.
Then we cleaned and prepared the Church for Monday’s start of VBS.
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River and Sunshine, a couple of the enthusiastic children, followed us back
to the teacherage and we began to make some hot dogs. More children
showed up, and then more children, and then more children. A boy on a
hover board kept most of the children amused. Yes, a hover board on a
gravel road, but instead of standing on it they laid on it and it dragged them
down the dirt road quite fast. We visited with a number of parents who
stopped by with their children. The dogs were also well fed from the
dropped wieners. Then half the team and a bunch of the kids went on a
hike across the rickety bridge peninsula to the island cemetery. Oooo,
creepy. The water is very low this year. We also found out that there is no
swimming allowed in the lake due to a burst sewage pipe. We had not seen
the same level of activity around the community as in previous years. We
found out that the Wilderness Camp across the Lake which is run by the large Barkman family in town,
was being held this weekend. That explained the absence of activity. We also learned from River, who is
now in grade 8, that the boy’s baseball team is no longer practicing. Quote “the older boys don’t want to
play, they just want to go in the bush and smoke.”
Sunday evening its Taco’s in a bag for supper and then off to the radio station
for a sing song and give an invitation to our Kids Camp. Matt was our MC. He
did a fine job. But at the end of the week someone asked where our usual MC
was, Lil. We invited Solomon and Maria Beardy for supper. They enjoyed the
taco in a bag but not the sparkling water. In order to be on the radio we had
to get the piano, guitar, amp and microphones from the church to the station.
We also needed to take chairs to sit on. Surprise, surprise, no one is at the one
room station. So we have to figure out things on our own. The national
indigenous station plays by default, but we have the ability to override and use
the microphones to air our talking and singing locally. We made a set list and
then sang and talked for about 2 hours. We played our VBS commercial that Duncan and John recorded.
It was great. We sang all kinds of songs and Solomon and Maria and Harmony ended up joining us.
After we got back from the station we had devotions and then the younger generation headed off to
Edna’s café for a late night slushy. She wasn’t home from Winnipeg yet. So her husband Alvin was running
the store. When it was time for bed one of the team members happened
to see a mouse in the bathroom. We moved a trap and within 10 minutes
the mouse was caught. We caught a total of 7 mice, the entire mouse
family, and released them back into the wild, well sort of.
The next day the LAMP pilots showed up: Dennis Ouellette (current
missionary) and Bill Ney (previous missionary). We were busy setting up
the church for our Kid’s camp. They helped out with decorations. We
had 30 children the first day. Everything ran fairly smoothly. We visited
with and fed the LAMP pilots and then headed to the baseball diamonds
to see if there were any boys wanting to play ball. The men were playing.
And after about a half hour, there were enough men to field two teams.
The pitching was fast, the hitting was far, and the fielding was very good.
They looked like they play every evening. And they do. We got to visit
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with a number of people while watching the ball game. After a late night of team sharing, everyone
retired. Everyone was awakened by the sounds of dogs barking and a lot of commotion not too far from
the house. It seems the dogs had cornered a bear as someone heard a bear scream. The next day we
checked the dogs for wounds and they didn’t appear to have any. Did I mention that the dogs stink. They
like to hang out in front of our door. So when you walk outside to get a nice whiff of fresh air, you also
get a whiff of dirty wet dog.
On Tuesday we had a great breakfast of baked French toast. The
LAMP pilots left and we headed to the church with all of our
stuff. The kids came in droves. 10 came out of one pickup alone.
Lots of children. Lots of new faces. We had a total of 55
children, and we are pretty sure that the average age was 5. It
was a little hectic. We had a few crying, a few getting hurt. It
was hard to spend any one on one time with the children, other
than the wounded and crying. There were just too many of
them. The older boys and a few older girls also showed up. The
boys were not much help and a little
bit of trouble and the girls just not much help, but present. But Matt and Luke
spent some good time with the older boys and our Megan and Katie spent some
good time with the teenage girls after the kid’s camp. Pastor Brad tried to teach
the 3, 4, and 5 year olds how to skip. For snack we gave the kids half of a $35
small watermelon and a cookie as a treat. One little girl, she couldn’t talk,
somehow did not get picked up after VBS. We waited and waited for her mom
to come and pick her up. 1/2 hour, 45 minutes. Gentle John decided to just take
a chance and get her to point the way home. After a couple of houses he did
find her ‘not worried’ mother.
One of the goals of our mission trips is to connect with people. Sure we connect
lots with the children that we get to spend a few hours a day with, but we also
want to connect with the adults. This does not happen naturally in a place like
a close knit northern community. So we frequently send some of our team for
a walk, to the Band Office, to the Northern Store, to Edna’s late night café, to
the swimming hole (the dock), and of course to the Church. This year we have
met so many people. So many. We have begun to straighten out all of the
relations and the various families. We frequently take time to update each
other on who’s who in the community, what kids belong to what parents and
grandparents, and great grandparents.
We have seen the same people
multiple times and we remember them.

The Wake
Are we a part of their community? How do the members of the
community see us? Babysitting services for a week every
summer? White people trying to push their agenda on the
indigenous again? How do they see us? If we were not sure
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before, this year it became very evident that we are a very welcomed part of their community. Let me
explain. This week there was a death of one of the elders in the community. The woman we prayed for
in church on Sunday, she died on Monday. The funeral was on Friday. The community traditionally has
two days of mourning, or a “Wake” prior to the funeral. We were invited to attend and participate. We
This is a photo from 2016
thought maybe we shouldn’t be doing our kid’s camp. No.
Maria Thunder is seated near the front center
We thought we should be laying low. No. Solomon
approached me “I have a request” he said, “You do the
service and sing. And you preach. Full service. There will be
lots of people. We are having it at the new Community
House. Wednesday evening, it starts at 8 and goes to
midnight.” “Are you sure Solomon?” “Yep.” And so I had to
put a service together and a sermon quickly for a woman I
remember seeing in previous years, but like most of the
elders, they don’t speak English. But I remembered she liked to sing with us. After a fun and good day of
VBS with over 40 some kids, we took the piano and guitar and amp, etc. over to the new center, a beautiful
new hall, complete with a large stage, kitchen, radio station (not yet functioning), and boardroom. The
stage was full of musical instruments that were set up for anyone to use who wanted to play and sing
during the later part of the Wake. (sorry no pics, it’s a Wake)
Wednesday evening we walked over to the hall in the drizzling rain for 8 PM. No one there, but it was
open. Slowly people started to come. I asked Sara to play some pre-service stuff. But that was not good
enough, Solomon asked our group to sing…and sing….and sing. So we sang a good number of respectful
songs from our song book that fit the occasion. The casket was there. And then the family showed up
after about an hour. I started the service after 9 PM, which consisted of psalms, readings and prayer.
Then a time of Thanksgiving for the deceased (open mic), some more singing, a message, and then more
singing while the casket was opened and people paid their respect. That took us to about 10:45PM. Then
the casket was closed, food was served, including various pies. Ellen, Harmony’s grandmother, got up to
the front, picked up a guitar, and began to sing some gospel songs. A guitar player joined her, and then
Solomon joined in on the bass. Unfortunately we could not jam with them because our rhythms are so
different for the same songs. It’s hard to explain. It was a great honour for us to be asked to participate at
this Wake. We were able to visit with so many community members and leaders. It was a wonderful and
meaningful time. Most of the community was present. I got to preach to most of the community, not just
on the radio, not just to the children, not just to the 25 at church on Sunday. We got to share God’s love
in word and song and action with over a hundred people. No one had anywhere else they needed to be
that evening. It was a very moving, very emotional, very meaningful time. Not rushed like back home
where we try and fit everything regarding a death into one day or one afternoon for the convenience of
others: a service, a lunch, visiting, and committal. No rush in Sachigo, just time spent together. It was a
real honour for us to participate. If people did not know who we were before, they certainly did now.
And visiting in the community at the Band Office or at the Northern Store, or at Edna’s or just on the
street, the day after people knew who we were and thanked us for our participation.

The Locked door Episode (again).
We need to lock our doors because we have valuables inside and there are boys that like to make mischief
and play pranks. So when we are meeting together in the large side of the teacherage we generally lock
the other side and also the large side. When we go to the church or the Band Office we lock the teacherage
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and the last person has the key. Somehow we lost the keys. So we were locked out of the small side of
the teacherage. This has happened before. We hoisted Anna-Lisa up through the kitchen window and
she was able to remove the screen, get inside, and unlock the door. The hook we hang our keys on gave
way, and the keys had fallen from their place, onto the floor, behind the freezer.
Thursday was our last full day in Sachigo Lake. We prepared
as usual with a wonderful breakfast, a team meeting to
plan the day, and prayer. We reflected on the evening
before and what a special time that was. It was hard to
stand and sing for what seemed 3 hours, but it was
appreciated. We felt very connected to the community.
We headed over to the church and all the kids started to
arrive. We played outside with some of them while others
colored downstairs. We had about 40+ children on the last
day. We taught them about the death and resurrection of
their Lord and Saviour Jesus. They enjoyed singing the
Miraculous Mission theme song. And on this day we had lots of surprises for the kids. They learned about
the impossible, by watching a video of a plastic straw being poked through a raw potato. Reminding us
that with God all things are possible, even raising Jesus from the dead, and even our own resurrection.
We saw dirty water turned to clear, reminding us that
Jesus forgives us our sins. At the end of the hectic, but fun
afternoon of VBS, we gave the kids Bible Memory Verse
tags (courtesy of our own VBS at Peace mission project),
we rewarded good behaviour with gummy worms, we
gave the kids, watermelon, freezes and cookies. Needless
to say VBS went much longer on the last day and it was
hard to get the kids to go home. So we recruited some of
them to help clean up the church. And that they did. For
as much trouble as some of the teenage boys were, they
didn’t mind helping us clean up.
After the day was over some of the team went back to the
teacherage for a snack, some went to the Band Office for WIFI
and some went to the Northern Store. Wherever we went we
met people. I ventured off to
the Band Office to check my
email and the forecast, to see if
there were any change to travel
plans. There at the closed Band
Office I had a chance to visit
with a drunk young man. We
had a deep philosophical and religious conversation about the Bible and life.
He had recognized me from the Wake. As I walked back to the teacherage,
a door opened in one of the houses along the way and I heard “Hey Pastor
Brad”. There in the doorway of a home was Harmony. Harmony, if you
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remember from previous tales, was one of the troubled young girls we met in Sachigo. 5 years ago she
was riding her tricycle in soiled diapers down the road. She’s been with us every year. And what a delight
to see how she has grown and matured and so much less troubled.

Farwell
Solomon had asked us to meet at the Church at 5:30. Solomon is never late. We walked over and there
were trucks and there were people. The leaders of the community had gathered to say thank you. Not
every leader was there yet, so guess what? Solomon asked us to sing. We were not prepared. No music.
No instruments, no words. So we decided to do music like they do in the north, by memory. Solomon had
us sit on nine chairs at the front facing the pews. We sang some of the more simple songs we knew, even
nice rounds. I got to conduct. How cool. I looked to Sara for an opening note to the song Abba Father. It
was too low in my opinion and my facial expressions apparently indicated that. The team had a good
laugh. Apparently, I communicate fairly effectively non-verbally. I get that from my mom. We sang for
about a half an hour. That’s about all the material we had. So, not liking complete silence, I jumped on
the Technic pop organ that was present and the only song I could remember by heart was “Oh When the
Saints” (one of the first songs I ever learned, but got jazzed up over the years). And I played, (hadn’t played
in 10+ years) and it all started coming back. Solomon wanted more, but I too have trained myself to be
bound to sheet music and there was none at the Church. Lesson learned. Maybe we should try harder to
learn songs without music?
I do believe, and I am convinced that Solomon is kind of a slightly older version of myself. He is a spiritual
man. He is well respected by his community. He can ask for things from His people and they lovingly
respond. He is a self-taught musician. And he longs for the glory days when his arthritis wasn’t so bad and
he could rock on with guitar or keyboard with the best. Glory days by the way are not just in the past, they
are also in the future. We will be jamming to the beat in heaven. Though I often can’t understand what
Solomon is trying to say in English, I can say that I do
understand what he is wanting to express. Because we do not
just communicate with language, but also with feelings. He
feels deeply, kindly, and meaningfully. We often wonder what
will happen to that community when Solomon dies and goes to
heaven. Who will replace him? Well, we are working on that
every year we head up there. We pray that the Spirit will move
in the hearts of the young and that God would raise up among
them a spiritual leader who will teach the faith, guard the good
values that make that community so loving and kind and close.
Finally, Chief Robert Beardy arrived. That is Solomon’s second youngest son. Solomon had the oldest
person present say a prayer. He was probably from the Barkman family and the Pentecostal Church. Then
each leader present conveyed their appreciation to us. Even Solomon using Stanley, (former council
member and all around cool guy, guitar collection, well dressed, pony tail, beret) as an interpreter.
Everyone spoke and thanked us and in turn we each spoke and thanked them. They gave us each a
backpack and t-shirt and water bottle/coffee mug. They had fruit and cheese and crackers and deep fried
wieners. It was all very nice.
Thursday was supposed to be our ‘eat the leftovers’ and take the rest to the community potluck that we
normally conclude our week with. But because of the funeral preparations and the Wake, there was just
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no time for that event in an already busy week. We delivered the extra food to a poor mother who came
to VBS and generally stayed. Thursday evening we had a good time to debrief to talk about the week we
experienced. The privilege that we had in participating in the community Wake. We then watched the
movie “Unbroken” and went to bed.

Friday Homeward Bound
Solomon was right on time to pick us up at 9 to take us to the airport. The
problem was only half our stuff and two of us could fit in his little truck.
The rest waited for the Band van. There were people at the airport
waiting for flights. We had a chance to chat. One ex pilot told me he
could tell what kind of plane was coming in just from the sound. “That’s
a Navajo”. Sure enough. A SkyCare Navajo landed and one well-dressed
person came off the plane. But it wasn’t our charter. Shortly after, two
more SkyCare Navajo planes landed. So there were like six guys wearing SkyCare colors walking around.
Then a Perimeter Metro III landed and a couple of young moms and five young kids and a load of pop
came off that plane. Some passengers got on and it took off. I am glad that we charter with SkyCare, and
not just because it is a way more convenient for us. If we chose to fly on the regular scheduled Perimeter
flights we would be bumping passengers off as we would need to take all nine available seats. I’m glad we
don’t do that. We would also need to pay extra to ship our freight and that has dramatically gone up in
price. So our two chartered planes from SkyCare cost us about 10% more than what it would cost us to
fly 9 and all our goods up with Perimeter Air on the regular schedule flight. Chartering one plane with
Perimeter is more expensive than two planes with SkyCare. Northern travel is expensive.
If anyone ever told me at the beginning of my ministry that I would be chartering two planes to fly
hundreds of miles into the wilderness of northern Canada, I would have thought they were crazy. On our
way home we still didn’t get to fly in tight formation. The flight was a little bumpy and cramped, but quick.
Never have our travel arrangements gone so smooth. It was absolutely wonderful. I cannot thank the
good people back in Winnipeg, and especially at Peace, who give to support this important mission work
of our Church. God bless you all. Like I’ve always said, you either go or you send. If you can’t go, then
you can send. Indeed, the good people of Peace have done that again.

Opportunity
And here is what its all about: opportunity. That word comes up all the
time when it comes to talking about the difference between living in
Winnipeg and living up north in a remote reserve. Opportunity. The good
people of the north do not have the opportunities that we have in the
south. There are far less opportunities to work in their community, far
less places to eat out and be entertained, far less educational
opportunities, and far less opportunities to own and take pride in their
own property. A lot of these things we just take for granted and are
assumed in our culture, but not so in theirs. Yes, there is poverty of
possessions for sure. And yes, there is poverty of opportunity. And there
is a poverty of hope. Hope is something that we abound in because of
our faith in Jesus Christ. He gives us hope. Because of Jesus our future
will be a glorious one. Regardless of our circumstance in this present life, we know that God loves us, is
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with us, and will take us to be with Him in paradise where we will live forever and all of our needs will be
taken care of. It only makes sense that if we have lots of something we should share that with those who
have little. And hope is that very important thing.

The Purpose
One of the concerns expressed by the elders of the
community of Sachigo is for their young people. They, like
many young persons, can get into all kinds of bad habits and
bad choices that can affect their future. The elders want
their young people to be happy, productive, and have a
purposeful and meaningful life. This is after all what faith in
Jesus Christ gives us. We can be happy knowing our sins are
forgiven. We can be productive, givers not takers. And we
can see our lives as instruments of God, loving others as He
has loved us. When we are blessed to take a team of nine,
many of which are young people, it is a great witness to the
power of the Gospel even in the lives of the young. I want to say how proud I am of all of our young
people. I know that it is God at work in their lives. What a privilege it is to see God at work in the lives of
His children. And what an inspiration it is to all of us, both back home and up north. Faith in Jesus Christ
is the greatest gift anyone can receive. Our privilege is to deliver the message in a loving way and pray.
Pray that God help a community, like that in Sachigo, and fill them with His love and hope.

Pastor Brad Schollenberg
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